Honorable Sir/Madam

Invitation Letter
,

We warmly welcomed you to Beijing as the participated artists for the 6th Beijing
International Art Biennale.
Beijing International Art Biennale initiated in 2003, up to now it have held successively
for 5 times. The participating countries have reached from 45 to more than 80, the participating
artists have totaled more than 3000 and the visitors have reached 1 million during the past 10
years. Chinese visitor know the different cultural feature of the other countries and also want to
know the view of foreign artists to the colorful Chinese culture, different custom and the
beautiful sightseeing.
So, we plan to have a exhibition named “China in the eyes of world artists”. We will
invite artists from different countries to express their thinking and feeling of China by create
artworks. And we also invite Chinese artists to create artworks related with the other counties.
All the artworks both by Chinese artists and foreign artists will be exhibited in the same place.
Through the conception of promoting the global harmony and respecting the variety of the
international culture, this exhibition will promote the further cultural exchanges across the
world.
China is famous for its historical and cultural heritage and Historical relics and pleasant
natural scenery can be found in everywhere. All of these will let you experience its graceful
ancient flavor and splendid humanistic features and at the same time appreciate its unique and
abundant cultural content, which will give you inspiration for artwork creation and help to
promote profound exchange and communication between China and foreign countries in art
creation.
1. The Designation of the Exhibition
“World in the Eyes of Chinese Artists and China in the Eyes of World Artists”
2. Duration: Sep. 2016 (to be determined)
3. Venue: Yan Huang Art Museum
4. Theme: Related with China
5. Submit time: The deadline is March 31st, 2016.
6. Size: Paintings should be no bigger than 1m×1m (including frame)
7. Selection: Send the photos of artworks as well as Caption of works (see the attachment) by
post or email to be selected by organizer. Photos is supposed to be 12 inches and electronic
image of the works is suggested to be no smaller than 4M.
The result will be declared later and organizer will cover the cost of round –trip transportation
and insurance of the selected artworks.
Contact : Wang Ran
Email: 12413078@qq.com
Tel:00861059759384
Fax: 00861059759684
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